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Scalable Approximate FRNN-OWA Classification
Oliver Urs Lenz , Daniel Peralta, and Chris Cornelis

Abstract—Fuzzy rough nearest neighbor classification with or-
dered weighted averaging operators (FRNN-OWA) is an algorithm
that classifies unseen instances according to their membership in
the fuzzy upper and lower approximations of the decision classes.
Previous research has shown that the use of OWA operators in-
creases the robustness of this model. However, calculating mem-
bership in an approximation requires a nearest neighbor search.
In practice, the query time complexity of exact nearest neighbor
search algorithms in more than a handful of dimensions is near
linear, which limits the scalability of FRNN-OWA. Therefore, we
propose approximate FRNN-OWA, a modified model that calcu-
lates upper and lower approximations of decision classes using the
approximate nearest neighbors returned by hierarchical naviga-
ble small worlds (HNSW), a recent approximative nearest neigh-
bor search algorithm with logarithmic query time complexity at
constant near-100% accuracy. We demonstrate that approximate
FRNN-OWA is sufficiently robust to match the classification accu-
racy of exact FRNN-OWA while scaling much more efficiently. We
test four parameter configurations of HNSW and evaluate their
performance by measuring classification accuracy and construc-
tion and query times for samples of various sizes from three large
datasets. We find that with two of the parameter configurations,
approximate FRNN-OWA achieves near-identical accuracy to ex-
act FRNN-OWA for most sample sizes within query times that are
up to several orders of magnitude faster.

Index Terms—Big data applications, classification algorithms,
fuzzy rough sets, nearest neighbor searches, scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the course of the last few decades, an ever-increasing
amount of data has become available for machine learn-

ing. This compels us to scrutinize the scalability of existing
algorithms, and where necessary to develop variants or alterna-
tives that scale better. For machine learning problems where run
time is a greater impediment to performance than the amount of
available data, approximative algorithms with a slightly lower
accuracy but a higher capacity may offer a worthwhile tradeoff.
If the computational complexity of an algorithm is superlinear,
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computation time may blow up as dataset size grows. But even
if it is strictly linear, processing orders of magnitude more data
requires orders of magnitude more computing time. Ideally, then,
we would like to have access to algorithms with logarithmic
computational complexity.

Fuzzy rough sets [1] generalize rough sets [2], [3] to infor-
mation systems with a fuzzy indiscernibility relation. Fuzzy
rough nearest neighbor (FRNN) classification [4] uses this fuzzy
indiscernibility relation to predict the class membership of un-
seen instances. FRNN has been made more flexible and robust
through the addition of ordered weighted averaging (OWA)
operators [5], [6]. The resulting combination (FRNN-OWA)
has been shown to be particularly effective for various types
of imbalanced classification [6]–[8].

Computing FRNN-OWA classification requires the identifi-
cation, in each decision class, of those training instances that are
least discernible from a given test instance. This task is equiva-
lent to a nearest neighbor search, and consequently, a straightfor-
ward implementation without preprocessing has a time complex-
ity that is linear with respect to the number of training instances.
This restricts the applicability of FRNN-OWA to large datasets.

In previous work, we have presented an implementation of
FRNN-OWA in Apache Spark that reduces its run time through
parallellization across a cluster of computers [9]. While this
provides a method to perform classification with large datasets, it
cannot speed up FRNN-OWA by a factor larger than the number
of processor cores available, and it would be more effective, if
we could reduce the time complexity of FRNN-OWA itself.

There is a rich literature of nearest neighbor search algo-
rithms [10]–[14]. One of the most popular exact approaches uses
a so-called KD tree [15]. It has a theoretical query time com-
plexity that is logarithmic, but in practice, this is hard to achieve,
and its query time complexity for real datasets with more than
a handful of attributes is much closer to linear [16]. A recent
approximate nearest neighbor proposal, hierarchical navigable
small world (HNSW) [17], promises to achieve actual logarith-
mic query time complexity at a very low constant error rate.

In this article, we propose approximate FRNN-OWA, which
we obtain by incorporating HNSW nearest neighbor identifica-
tion into FRNN-OWA. We hypothesize that this is a particularly
fortuitous combination because the use of OWA operators has
been shown to make FRNN-OWA robust against noise [18], and
this should translate into a certain amount of tolerance for the
nearest neighbor misidentifications introduced by HNSW.

To test the performance of approximate FRNN-OWA, we
explore four different parameter settings of HNSW, and show
that it is possible to achieve logarithmic query time complexity
while sacrificing a minimal amount of accuracy with respect to
exact FRNN-OWA. This means that approximate FRNN-OWA
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can be applied to very large datasets, and we demonstrate this
by performing cross validation on three of the largest datasets
of the UCI Machine Learning Repository [19].

We start by providing the necessary background information
on FRNN-OWA in Section II and on HNSW in Section III. We
then present approximate FRNN-OWA in Section IV, describe
the experiments by which we evaluate its performance in Section
V, and present and discuss the results in Section VI. Finally,
Section VII concludes this article.

II. FRNN CLASSIFICATION WITH OWA WEIGHTS

Rough sets [2], [3] approximate sets of instances by way of
some attributes defined over those instances. A formal definition
is given in Definition 1.

Definition 1 (Rough set): Let X be a finite set of instances
and A a finite set of attributes a : X −→ Va. Then, (X,A) is
called an information system. The indiscernibility relation R in
(X,A) is the equivalence relation {(x, y) ∈ X ×X|∀a ∈ A :
a(x) = a(y))}. The upper and lower approximations C and C
of a subset C ⊆ X are the subsets defined by

C(y) = max
x∈X

(R(y, x) ∧ C(x))

C(y) = min
x∈X

(R(y, x) ⇒ C(x)). (1)

A rough set in (X,A) is a pair (C,C) for some C ⊆ X .

The equivalence classes of R consist of all instances that have
the same values for all attributes. The upper approximation of
C contains all instances equivalent under R to some instance
of C, whereas the lower approximation of C contains only
those instances whose entire equivalent class is contained in C.
They are the closure and interior of the quasi-discrete topology
generated by R.

Fuzzy rough sets [1] represent a fuzzification of the rough set
theory. In order to be able to extend the definitions of lower and
upper approximations to fuzzy sets, we have to replace the crisp
indiscernibility relationRwith a fuzzy tolerance relation and the
conjunction and implication with a t-normT : [0, 1]× [0, 1] −→
[0, 1] and a fuzzy implication I : [0, 1]× [0, 1] −→ [0, 1] (see
Definition 2).

Definition 2 (Fuzzy rough set): Let (X,A) be an informa-
tion system. A fuzzy indiscernibility relation in (X,A) is a
fuzzy tolerance relation R : X ×X −→ [0, 1] such that (∀a ∈
A : a(x) = a(y)) ⇒ R(x, y) = 1. For a choice of such a fuzzy
indiscernibility relation R, a t-norm T , and a fuzzy implication
I , the upper and lower approximationsC andC of a fuzzy subset
C of X are defined by

C(y) = max
x∈X

(T (R(y, x), C(x))

C(y) = min
x∈X

(I(R(y, x), C(x)). (2)

A fuzzy rough set in (X,A) is a pair (C,C) for some fuzzy
subset C of X .

For any z ∈ [0, 1], since T is a t-norm, T (z, 0) = 0 and
T (z, 1) = z, and since I is an implication, I(z, 1) = 1 and

I(z, 0) = NI(z), where NI is the negation induced by I . There-
fore, if C is crisp, (2) reduces to the following equation:

C(y) = max
x∈C

(R(y, x))

C(y) = min
x∈X\C

(NI(R(y, x))). (3)

In correspondence with previous work [4], [6], [20], we will
assume in the rest of this article that N is the standard negation
z �−→ 1− z.

FRNN classification [4] uses the membership of a test instance
y in the upper and lower approximations of a crisp decision class
C as a measure of the extent that y possibly and necessarily
belongs to C, and predicts that y belongs to the class for which
these measures are highest.

In practice, FRNN classifies a test element y as the class of
the single element of X least discernible from y. This means
that FRNN makes the same predictions as the traditional 1NN
classification (with a dissimilarity corresponding to R), and that
it is similarly sensitive to noise. In the case of kNN, this can
be remedied by choosing k ≥ 3. For FRNN, the solution has
been to soften max and min by replacing them with OWA
operators (see [21] and Definition 3) that also depend on the
next-largest indiscernibility values [5], [6]. The resulting model,
FRNN-OWA, has a greater tolerance for noise than strict FRNN
and generally produces better results than a number of alternative
proposals [18].

Definition 3 (OWA operator): Let V be an m-dimensional
vector space and w an m-dimensional weight vector with values
in [0, 1] that sum to 1. The OWA operatorFw corresponding tow
acts on any vector v ∈ V by sorting its coefficients in descending
order and taking the inner product with w. We say that two
weight vectors are dual if they have inversely ordered matching
coefficients.

The upper and lower approximations in FRNN-OWA are
defined by (4), for some choice of weight vectors w and w.
Note that in order to apply the corresponding OWA operator, we
create a vector in Rm through an implicit but arbitrary ordering
of values

C(y) = Fw(〈R(y, x)|x ∈ C〉)
C(y) = Fw(〈1−R(y, x)|x ∈ X \ C〉). (4)

As we noted in previous work [9], in practice, it is desir-
able to work with weight vectors w and w of length k � m.
Formally, these can be interpreted as full weight vectors where
the last or first m− k values are equal to 0. The first benefit
is presentational, since this restricts the range of possible OWA
operators precisely to those we are interested in: OWA operators
that approximate max and min by emphasizing the largest and
smallest elements, respectively. And second, it fundamentally
reduces the computational complexity of FRNN-OWA by re-
placing the sorting of the decision classes with nearest neighbor
searches.

Some possible dual choices for w and w are listed in Table I.
Strict weights represent the trivial choice, for which we recover
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF DUAL UPPER (w) AND LOWER (w) WEIGHT VECTORS OF

LENGTH k USED WITH FRNN-OWA

TABLE II
EXISTING WORK USING FUZZY ROUGH SETS IN A BIG DATA CONTEXT—USE

WITH PROTOTYPE SELECTION (PS), FEATURE SELECTION (FS), OR

CLASSIFICATION (C) AND LARGEST GENERATED AND REAL DATASET SIZES

Fw = max and Fw = min. Trimmed and mean weights corre-
spond, respectively, to the k-trimmed and k-mean maxima and
minima of [22]. Additive and exponential weights are the two
weight types presented in [6].

There has been a limited number of attempts to apply fuzzy
rough sets in the context of Big Data. For a current overview,
see [9] (summarized in Table II). All previous studies only used
fuzzy rough sets for feature or prototype selection, and only one
tested their implementations on real datasets with more than a
million instances [30]. In [9], we presented an implementation
of FRNN-OWA in Apache Spark that could in principle be used
to distribute computation time over as many computing nodes
as desired. While this is a useful tool, which enabled us to use
training sets of more than ten million instances to classify unseen
instances, it requires a considerable amount of computational
infrastructure. In particular, performing cross validation on these
large datasets proved to be impractical.

III. APPROXIMATE NEAREST NEIGHBORS

WITH HNSW GRAPHS

Finding the nearest neighbors of an instance in a dataset
is a classical computational problem. A brute force approach
that compares the distances of a query instance to those of all
training instances scales linearly with training set size, which

makes nearest neighbor searches with large training sets imprac-
tical. It is possible to achieve better performance by using the
distribution of the training set over the attribute space to limit
explicit comparison with the query instance to certain training
instances. This requires preprocessing the training set to abstract
its spatial structure into some data structure. Since this abstrac-
tion is independent of any query instances, this introduces a
construction stage, and with it, a tradeoff between the fixed, one-
time construction time and the reduction in the query time per
query instance. It also blurs the traditional distinction between
lazy and eager learners, since we are no longer comparing query
instances directly to the training instances, and this construction
stage can be seen as a training stage.

There is a distinction to be made between exact spatial
representations of the training set that can faithfully identify
the nearest neighbors of a query instance, and approximative
representations, which offer a second tradeoff between a limited
number of incorrect predictions in exchange for even further
reduced query times.

A classical example of an exact representation is the binary
KD tree [15], which iteratively divides the training set into two
with a series of hyperplanes. The theoretical asymptotic average
query time complexity of KD trees is O(log n) [31], but KD
trees suffer from the “curse of dimensionality,” in the sense that
with datasets with more than a handful of attributes, the time
complexity in practice is much closer to linear [16].

One class of approximative approaches uses a search graph,
whose nodes correspond to the training instances and the edges
encode the spatial structure of the dataset (by connecting cer-
tain instances that are not necessarily nearest neighbors in the
attribute space). To identify the k-nearest neighbors of a query
instance y, this graph is traversed iteratively by passing to the
node that is nearest to y (in the attribute space) from among the
neighbors of the current node. This requires the inspection of all
neighboring nodes of the current node, and a record is kept of
the k training instances closest to y that have been inspected.

Both query time and the correctness of the result depend
on the edges between the nodes. Everything else being equal,
query time is reduced if there are fewer neighbors per node
and if the graph can be traversed in fewer steps, whereas more
edges generally improve the reachability of the actual k-nearest
neighbors of y. The navigable small worlds (NSW) model [32]
strives to strike a good balance between these tendencies through
a mix of short- and long-distance connections. It adds training
instances to the graph in random order and inserts edges to the
M nearest instances already present, for some value of M . As
a consequence, connections that are established early generally
cover larger distances than connections that are established later.
By starting the nearest neighbor search at an instance that was
inserted early, we gain immediate access to these long-distance
connections and can traverse the dataset with large steps until
we reach the general neighborhood of our query instance. The
search stops when the list of nearest neighbors is no longer
updated between steps. It is possible to increase the accuracy
to any desired level by repeating the search from different
training instances. By keeping a record of instances that have
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of a nearest neighbor search in HNSW. The
search begins in the highest layer, and continues in each lower layer from the
element that was previously found. The size of the layers follows an exponential
distribution.

been inspected across searches and excluding them from future
consideration, unnecessary repetition is avoided.

The query time complexity of NSW is O(log2 n) for a con-
stant accuracy of 0.999. In order to improve query time com-
plexity further, Malkov and Yashunin [17] recently introduced
a modified version of NSW called HNSW. The main conceit of
HNSW is that it employs a hierarchy of mL search layers that
can be viewed as a vertical stack. The bottom layer consists of
a search graph of the whole training set, and each subsequent
layer consists of a search graph of a subset of the subset below it.

To identify the k-nearest neighbors of a query instance y, we
start in the top layer and run a greedy search to select one nearest
neighbor, such as in NSW. This process is repeated in the lower
layers, in each case using the previously selected neighbor as
the new entry point. In the bottom layer, the greedy search is
expanded to identify efq candidate neighbors. From these, the
k instances nearest to y are returned. This process is depicted in
Fig. 1.

A very similar algorithm is used to iteratively construct the
hierarchy of search layers. Each new training instance x is
assigned its highest layer lx at random, following an exponential
distribution. We then traverse the existing hierarchy from top to
bottom by running a greedy search in each existing layer. In all
layers higher than lx, the search is restricted to identifying a
single neighbor, which we use as the starting point in the next
layer. In lx and all lower layers, we expand the search to greedily
identify efc candidate neighbors. We insert x as a new node
and connect it to up to M neighbors by repeatedly adding an
edge to the closest remaining candidate neighbor that is closer
to x than to any of the already selected neighbors. We then use
the selected neighbors as multiple starting points in the next
layer.

The HNSW model has a query time complexity of O(log n)
and a construction time complexity of O(n log n) if accuracy
is kept constant. The principal parameters that can be used to

TABLE III
PARAMETRES OF HNSW

1The parameters efc and efq are called efConstruction and ef , respectively in [17];
they have been relabeled here for the sake of readability.
2These are the default values in the Non-Metric Space Library (NMSLIB) [34], the
implementation used in this article.

tune performance are summarized in Table III. Higher values
for efc, M , and efq increase accuracy in return for longer
run times. However, the authors recommend to experimentally
identify values for efc and M that produce reasonable results
and then increase efq to attain the desired level of accuracy. In a
recent empirical comparison of approximate nearest neighbor
search algorithms, HNSW achieved the highest speed at all
accuracy levels on all four datasets that were considered [33].
While the scope of this experiment was limited and its results are
only indicative, it allows us to select HNSW as a representative
of the state of the art in approximate nearest neighbor search
algorithms.

IV. FRNN-OWA WITH APPROXIMATE NEAREST

NEIGHBOR SELECTION

To adapt FRNN-OWA for use with Big Data, we propose
to loosen the strict ordering of training instances required by
OWA operators and apply the weights to the approximate nearest
neighbors of a test instance as returned by the HNSW model.
Since this is the only step of the query phase of FRNN-OWA
that is dependent on the training set size, our proposal will result
in query times that scale logarithmically.

To facilitate the formal definition of approximate FRNN-
OWA classification, we employ a slightly different but essen-
tially equivalent formulation of fuzzy rough set theory. Under
the traditional approach represented in Definitions 1 and 2, an
information system revolves around the set of instances X . The
set of attributes A consists of maps from X to various feature
spaces, and the indiscernibility relation R and the upper and
lower approximations C and C are also defined in X . However,
this means that the membership of a test instance y in C and
C is only formally defined if y ∈ X . But we want to exclude y
from X for the purpose of calculating C and C. Conceptually,
y cannot be in X because we do not know whether y ∈ C. This
cannot be resolved by simply stipulating y /∈ C, because that
implies C(y) = 0 (using the strict min operator).

To solve this, we recenter the fuzzy rough set theory around
A, which is now a single (potentially multidimensional) feature
space, and define X , R, C, C, and y within A (see Definitions 4
and 5). This is arguably more elegant even if classification is not
a concern, since it makes it clear that instances with identical
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attribute values are functionally equivalent in an information
system, and it removes the need to stipulate that R respect at-
tribute values. This construction also corresponds to the familiar
perspective of vectors as elements of a vector space.

Definition 4 (Fuzzy information system): A fuzzy informa-
tion system is a triple (A,X,R), consisting of a set A (the
attribute space), a finite multisubset X of A (the dataset), and
a fuzzy tolerance relation R in A (the fuzzy indiscernibility
relation).

For the purpose of this article, we assume that attributes
are real valued, i.e., A = Rm for some m ∈ N and elements
x ∈ X are real vectors 〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉. We follow previous
work [6], [18], [20] and use the fuzzy indiscernibility relation
corresponding to a scaled version of the Manhattan distance.
Denote ri(X) = maxx∈X(xi)−minx∈X(xi). Then, we define
R by the following equation:

R(y, x) = 1−
∑

i≤m

|yi − xi|
m · ri(X)

. (5)

Since our present concern is the upper and lower approxi-
mations of crisp decision classes, we restrict C to be crisp in
Definition 5.

Definition 5 (Fuzzy rough set): Let (A,X,R) be a fuzzy in-
formation system, w and w a choice of weight vectors of some
length k (the upper and lower weight vectors), and N a (not
necessarily deterministic) process that takes an integer k, a
multiset C in A, and an element y of A and returns a submultiset
of C of size k (the neighbor selector). Then, for any submultiset
C of X , the upper and lower approximations C and C are the
fuzzy subsets of A defined by

C(y) = Fw(N(k,C, y))

C(y) = Fw({1− r|r ∈ N(k,X \ C, y}). (6)

The fuzzy rough set generated by C is the pair (C,C).

Definition 6 (Fuzzy classification system): A fuzzy classifi-
cation system is a quadruple (A,X,R, C) such that (A,X,R) is
a fuzzy information system andC is a partition ofX into decision
classes. A classifier in (A,X,R, C) is a partition A −→ C.

Definition 7 (Approximate FRNN-OWA classification): Let
(A,X,R, C) be a classification system, w and w a choice
of upper and lower weight vectors, and N a neighbor selec-
tor. Then, the upper and lower approximation classifiers are
the classifiers defined by y �−→ argmaxC∈C(C(y)) and y �−→
argmaxC∈C(C(y)), respectively.

As has been pointed out in [6], if there are just two deci-
sion classes C1 and C2 and w and w are dual, then C1(y) =

1− C2(y) (up to consistency of N ), and so the upper and lower
approximation classifiers are identical. During initial experi-
mentation on datasets with two classes, we found that choosing
dual additive weights of length k = 40 produces close to optimal
results in terms of accuracy across our range of sample sizes, so
we fix this choice to obtain a clear comparison, and use the upper
approximation classifier.

TABLE IV
APPROXIMATE FRNN-OWA, PARAMETER CONFIGURATIONS OF HNSW

Definition 7 allows us to equip FRNN-OWA classification
with alternative nearest neighbor search algorithms N . In this
article, we will compare an exact KD-tree search (exact FRNN-
OWA) with four different parameter configurations of HNSW
(see Table IV). The goal is to identify a combination of efc and
M that produces a good baseline in terms of accuracy. For this
purpose, we fix efq = k. Combination A1 represents the default
values efc = 200 andM = 16 (cf., Table III). For combinations
A2–A4, we lower efc to efq = 40 and to its minimum value
M = 16 and M to its minimum value of 5.

Approximative models, such as HNSW, may misidentify
nearest neighbors, which will lower the general accuracy of
approximate FRNN-OWA. Nonetheless, we hypothesize that
approximate FRNN-OWA can still rival exact FRNN-OWA in
terms of accuracy for two reasons. First, the authors of HNSW
have demonstrated that it can operate at close to 100% accuracy.
And second, the misidentification of a nearest neighbor of a
test instance need not automatically lead to its misclassification.
This ought to be true in particular for FRNN-OWA due to its
high noise tolerance.

We will measure the accuracy deficits of FRNN-OWA A1–
A4 experimentally, but we can already predict that since lower
parameter values necessarily induce lower accuracy in HNSW,
configurations A1–A3 will be decreasingly accurate, and A4
will be less accurate than A2, leaving only the relative order
between A3 and A4 uncertain.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The goal of our experiments is to compare the accuracy and
run times of approximate and exact FRNN-OWA. In particular,
we want to test whether the approximate variants FRNN-OWA
A1–A4 can match the accuracy of exact FRNN-OWA within
logarithmically scaling query times.

All experiments are carried out on a single laptop computer
equipped with a 4-core i7-8550 U (Kaby Lake Refresh @
1.8 GHz) processor and 16 GB of memory. We use our own
Python implementation of FRNN-OWA, which incorporates
the Cython implementation of the Scikit-learn library [35] for
KD-tree nearest neighbor searches (which is compiled in C) and
the implementation in C++ provided by the Non-Metric Space
Library (NMSLIB) [34] for HNSW nearest neighbor searches.
To ensure a fair comparison, all experiments are single threaded.

We have selected three of the largest datasets from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository [19]: SUSY [36], HIGGS [36],
and HEPMASS [37] (see Table V). These are sufficiently large
that performing cross validation with exact FRNN-OWA is not
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TABLE V
DATASETS USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY AND PROPERTIES

practical. To measure time complexity and to detect the effect of
dataset size on accuracy, we take random samples of different
sizes. This setup allows us to evaluate run time and accuracy on
real data while ensuring that the datasets of different sizes are
in all other respects comparable to each other.

We perform two separate series of experiments. First, to see
whether approximate FRNN-OWA is able to match the accuracy
of exact FRNN-OWA, we perform fivefold cross validation,
starting with samples of 210 instances and increasing in powers
of 2 up to the full dataset size. In the case of exact FRNN-OWA,
we stop at 220 instances. Second, in order to get a clear picture of
query time complexity, we perform simple holdout testing using
test sets with a fixed size of 25 instances and training sets with
210–220 instances. To limit the effect of chance, both series of
experiments are repeated for five different samples per sample
size and the average results are reported.

VI. RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the accuracy obtained with fivefold cross valida-
tion on samples of the SUSY, HIGGS, and HEPMASS datasets.
As discussed in Section III, the accuracy of HNSW decreases
with sample size for a given parameter configuration. This is
reflected in the approximate FRNN-OWA implementations—
which incorporate HNSW—in the form of an accuracy deficit
with respect to exact FRNN-OWA that eventually opens up as
sample size grows large enough. The final accuracy deficits at
sample sizes of 220 instances—the largest sample size for which
cross validation with exact FRNN-OWA proved feasible—are
listed in Table VI. The final accuracy figures for approximate
FRNN-OWA over the whole datasets are listed in Table VII.

The results bear out our prediction that configurations A1–A3
produce decreasing levels of accuracy. They also show that
A4 produces lower accuracy than A3 across the board. On
SUSY and HIGGS, A1 and A2 perform extremely close to exact
FRNN-OWA. A3 and A4 drop off as sample size grows, with
A4 performing relatively worse on HIGGS. Despite having an
identical number of attributes, HEPMASS poses a much greater
challenge than HIGGS, with A2 performing markedly worse
than exact FRNN-OWA. A1 stays close to exact FRNN-OWA
up to 220 instances, but its accuracy does not increase further
for larger sample sizes. It is possible that this is due to a certain
amount of saturation of HEPMASS and that the accuracy of
exact FRNN-OWA levels off in a similar manner. However, if
this is not the case, it would be possible to match the accuracy
of exact FRNN-OWA by increasing efq .

Fig. 3 shows the construction times of FRNN-OWA with
various training set sizes. The construction time of approximate

Fig. 2. Fivefold cross-validation accuracy of exact (E) and approximate (A1–
A4) FRNN-OWA on samples of (a) SUSY, (b) HIGGS, and (c) HEPMASS.

TABLE VI
ACCURACY DEFICIT OF APPROXIMATE FRNN-OWA FOR FIVEFOLD

CROSS-VALIDATION ON SAMPLES OF 220 INSTANCES
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TABLE VII
FIVEFOLD CROSS-VALIDATION ACCURACY OF APPROXIMATE FRNN-OWA

Fig. 3. Construction times of exact (E) and approximate (A1–A4) FRNN-
OWA on samples of (a) SUSY, (b) HIGGS, and (c) HEPMASS.

Fig. 4. Query times per test instance of exact (E) and approximate (A1–A4)
FRNN-OWA on samples of (a) SUSY, (b) HIGGS, and (c) HEPMASS.

FRNN-OWA starts out by being longer than the construction
time of exact FRNN-OWA, but with HIGGS and HEPMASS, the
difference becomes less pronounced as training set size grows.
The observed time complexity of approximate FRNN-OWA
is linear, supporting the claimed O(n log n) construction time
complexity of HNSW.

The log–log graphs in Fig. 4 show that the query time per test
instance of approximate FRNN-OWA scales much better with
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Fig. 5. Query times per test instance of (a) FRNN-OWA-E and (b) FRNN-
OWA-A1 on samples of SUSY, HIGGS, and HEPMASS.

training set size than the query time of exact FRNN-OWA. Fig. 5
displays the same query times in lin-log graphs for exact FRNN-
OWA and FRNN-OWA-A1 (the graphs for FRNN-OWA A2–A4
are very similar). It appears that with SUSY, exact FRNN-OWA
possibly achieves its theoretically predicted logarithmic time
complexity as training set size grows beyond 216, but that with
the higher dimensional HIGGS and HEPMASS, this does not
happen within the range of the tested training set sizes. The query
times of FRNN-OWA A1 scale more unevenly, but seemingly
better than logarithmically as sample size grows beyond 215

Finally, the query times of approximate FRNN-OWA are
repeated in Fig. 6 together with the corresponding holdout test
accuracy. These graphs illustrate the tradeoff between accuracy
and query time which FRNN-OWA A1–A4 offer when the
quantity of available data is not a significant limiting factor. It
can be seen that for the datasets tested, most levels of accuracy
can be reached with A2 in less time than A1, whereas A3 and
A4 offer no clear advantage. However, to achieve the highest
levels of accuracy with HEPMASS, we do need A1.

From these results, we can conclude that approximate FRNN-
OWA can produce accuracy figures that are extremely close to
exact FRNN-OWA while achieving a query time reduction that
grows to several orders of magnitude for large sample sizes.

Fig. 6. Holdout accuracy as a function of query time per test instance of
approximate (A1–A4) FRNN-OWA with training sets of various sizes, on
samples of (a) SUSY, (b) HIGGS, and (c) HEPMASS.

For most sample sizes considered, this comes at a cost of a
somewhat longer construction time. The construction and query
times of the various configurations of approximate FRNN-OWA
differ by a constant factor and scale equally well. The dif-
ferent accuracy results for HIGGS and HEPMASS show that
it is difficult to generalize across different datasets and that
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achieving an optimal tradeoff between accuracy and query time
requires dataset-specific tuning. However, based on this limited
overview, it seems that the default parameter values of HNSW,
combination A1, are also a safe default choice for approximate
FRNN-OWA. A2 may also be good enough if query time is
a particular concern, whereas the relatively limited additional
query time reduction of A3 and A4 does not seem to warrant the
more significant loss in accuracy.

VII. CONCLUSION

The scalability of FRNN-OWA classification is restricted by
the nearest neighbor searches that it requires. Existing exact
nearest neighbor search algorithms struggle to achieve bet-
ter than linear query time complexity in practice. In contrast,
HNSW, a state-of-the-art approximative algorithm, is able to
identify nearest neighbors with near-100% accuracy and loga-
rithmic query time complexity. In this article, we have presented
approximate FRNN-OWA, a variant of FRNN-OWA, which
incorporates HNSW.

To compare the performance of exact and approximate
FRNN-OWA, we defined four parameter configurations (A1–
A4) of HNSW and selected three very large datasets with up to
11 million instances (SUSY, HIGGS, and HEPMASS). These
datasets were then used to draw a series of random samples of
different sizes. To evaluate classification accuracy, we performed
cross validation on these samples as well as the full datasets.
Finally, we measured construction and query times through
simple holdout testing on the samples.

As a result of these experiments, we found that on SUSY
and HIGGS, the parameter configurations A1 and A2 achieve
near-identical accuracy as exact FRNN-OWA for all sample
sizes, without any need for further tuning. For HEPMASS, this
was still true for A1 up to the largest sample size for which cross
validation with exact FRNN-OWA was feasible. Crucially, the
experimental query time complexity of all parameter configura-
tions was sublogarithmic, resulting in a speedup with respect to
exact FRNN-OWA that grew to several orders of magnitude as
sample size increased.

Now, with the usefulness of using HNSW as part of FRNN-
OWA has been demonstrated, we propose that it is possible to
achieve further improvements through deeper integration. At
present, the HNSW algorithm concludes when it has identified
the nearest neighbors of a test instance within a decision class,
and this is repeated for each decision class. It may be possible
to terminate this search early, as soon as a decision on the
classification of the test instance can be reached.

It will also be necessary to modify HNSW if we want to
extend its use to regression, since this will involve calculating
the upper and lower approximations of a fuzzy rather than a crisp
set, which does not fully reduce to identifying nearest neighbors
within a crisp subset.

Finally, fuzzy rough sets have been applied successfully for
prototype selection, and it may be possible to adapt this approach
to improve the quality of the hierarchical search graph used by
HNSW. An important challenge here will be to limit the resulting
increase in construction time.
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